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FRENCH TRADING ARRANGEMENTS WITH MOROCCO

Communication from the Government of France

"Annex B which enumerates the territories mentioned under sub-pagraph (b)
of paragraph 2 of Article I of the General Agreement includes the mention:
"Morocco (French zone)".

"Under a French inter-ministerial decree of 13 September 1948, approximately
400 duty-free quotas were provided in favour of 'products originating in and
imported directly from the French zone of the Moroccan Empire' (southern area), these
quotas being automatically renewable each year. Actually, this decree merely
revived a practice pursued from. 1923 to 1942 which had become a dead letter as a
result of the discontinuance of customs duties in France as from that date, and
which it became necessary to reinstate when France re-established her import duties
from 1 January 1948.

"The exemptions granted by the 1948-decree did not include, however, products
originating in, and imported from, the 'Spanish zone of Morocco (northern area) and
the "international zone" of Tangie-s.

"In view of the fact that, since that date, the Moroccan Empire has regained
its independence, with all three zones forming one single State, i.e. the Kingdom
of Morocco, trade between France and the Kingdom of Morocco is now being conducted
under a single set of foreign trade and exchange regulations. However, since the
regulations pertaining to quotas remained unchanged, this uniformity of treatment
does not apply in the case of customs duties, with the result that Moroccan
commodities fall under two different classifications depending on the part of the
country in which they originate or are being produced.

"To put an end to this dual treatment, which is inconsistent with the
unification of the country, the Government of Morocco has insistently urged that the
French duty-free import quotas be extended to the former northern zone and to the
Tangiers province,
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"Accordingly, the CONTRACTING PARTIES are hereby requested by the French
Government to authorize this extension of free quotas.

"The French Government wishes to stress that such extension would entail
no increase in the amount of the quotas

"On the other hand, practically no change would be involved in the scope of
application of the quotas, since most of these quotas (tomatoes, oranges, wines
and grape must, orange juice, potatoes, preserved fish preparations,
agglomerated cork, etc.) are already being used up in full under present
regulations. Moreover, in 1958, total exports from the former northern zone
of Morocco, valued at 5,820 million Moroccan francs, amounted to only
4.1 per cent of total exports from the former 'French zone', while exports
from the Tangiers zone, with 900 million francs, represented an even smaller
percentage. Thirdly, an efficient control of the origin of the commodities
can only be performed at the outgoing port of shipment.

"Consequently, the extension applied for is not likely to noticeably
affect the fulfilment of the duty-free quotas. It would, on the other hand
offer the significant advantages of allowing the port of Tangiers to be used
for the shipment to France of Moroccan goods coming under duty-free quotas,
whereas-at the present time such exports can only be shipped through ports of the
former 'French zone', in accordance with the afore-mentioned decree.

"The sanctioning of the present request would thus, without entailing any
change in the extent of existing preferences, satisfy a claim from a State
resolutely engaged in the promotion of a sound economic development of the
different sections of its territory."


